
Work faster and better

FAX1190L



Compact and friendly

The new FAX1190L from Ricoh has one of the smallest footprints in its class, a highly compact body, and

a space-saving front-loading paper tray. What’s more, using the FAX1190L is quick, easy and efficient. It

has a simple 'pull-place-&-click' toner replacement system, a clear intuitive operating panel, and a bright

back-lit LCD for user prompts and guidance. Quite simply, it’s ideal for almost any small- or home-office,

including yours.

Space-saving: smallest footprint in its class.

Timesaving: very low maintenance, quick toner replacement, speed dialing.

Professional: high-quality images and text via JBIG compression type.

Fast: Super G3 modem provides 33.6 Kb/s with choice of compression type.

Efficient: faxes can be sent and received at the same time.

Save space and time
SPACE TO ACHIEVE MORE

You need your office space. You need it to work, think, and interact with colleagues and customers. So

why clutter it with space-consuming machines? With the FAX1190L you won’t. Its highly compact, space-

efficient design means it is at home on your desk or in the corner. There are no parts that stick out and

get in the way. For example the front-loading paper tray slides back underneath the machine so you will

never accidentally knock or damage it. All of which means that you can now have high-quality, low-cost

faxing located almost anywhere in your office.

TWO-IN-ONE

You can free-up even more space with the FAX1190L: by using it as a high quality laser printer, thanks

to the Full speed USB 2.0. Or simply take advantage of this multifunction as a back-up to your regular

printer.

EASY TO USE

Fast, easy document loading via the 20-sheet automatic feeder together with large operating buttons

make faxing quick and simple. And when the toner needs replacing it’s a simple case of pull-place-&-

click. Also, unlike other fax machines that combine toner and drum you only need to replace what is

necessary in the FAX1190L: either toner or drum. This means you can reduce your consumable costs

and your impact on the environment.



FAX1190L

HIGH QUALITY

The FAX1190L gives you a choice of compression methodologies, which optimise either quality or speed,

or a mixture of both. Selecting your preferred data quality is easy using a dedicated button and the LCD.

Four image quality levels and therefore four transmission speeds are available. In addition to the quality

optimisation feature, the quality of your faxing is assured by Ricoh’s rigorous quality assurance

programmes.

FAST AND EFFICIENT

The FAX1190L uses the latest Super G3 modem standard for fast faxing. Moreover, you can send and

receive documents at the same time, thanks to the separate outgoing and incoming trays. Now you’ll

never have to stand and wait while a fax is coming in before you can send yours. This dual access feature

also means that urgent incoming faxes will never be held up – they will always be received and printed

without delay, even when you are sending documents out. Other speed and efficiency features include

20 one-touch dials, 200 speed dials, and a 500-page transmit/receive memory.

ALWAYS READY

The number of moving parts in the FAX1190L has been minimised to an absolute minimum. And, unlike

many other fax machines in this class, the FAX1190L avoids the use of roller feeders and clutches, for

example. This makes it extremely reliable and always ready.

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

At Ricoh we help you lower the environmental impact of your office as well as lowering your costs. Our

products have eco-friendly and money saving features such as fast duplex printing and copying, ultra

low sleep mode and increased toner yield. Thus, paper, time and energy are saved while waste and costs

are reduced.
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GENERAL

Type: Desktop type transceiver
Compatibility: PSTN, G3
Modem speed: Maximum: 33.6 Kbps
Transmission speed: 2 seconds1

Compression method: MH, MR, MMR, JBIG
Quick dial: 20 numbers
Speed dial: 200 numbers
Group dial: 8 groups
Paper input capacity: Standard: 1x 250-sheet paper tray

1-sheet bypass tray
ADF capacity: 20 sheets
Memory capacity: 16 MB (500 pages)1

Memory backup: Yes
Document size: A4
Scan speed: 3.5 seconds
Dimensions (W x D x H): 374 x 374 x 262 mm
Weight: Less than 7.25 kg
Power source: 220 - 240 V, 50/60 Hz
Power consumption: Operation: 475 W (average)

Standby mode: 80 W
Energy saver mode: 10 W

COPIER

Copy speed: 11 copies per minute2

Resolution: 200 x 300 dpi
Enlargement/reduction: 50 - 200%

PRINTER

Print speed: 14 pages per minute
Printer language/resolution: GDI/1,200 x 600 dpi
Drivers: Windows® 2000/XP/Vista/7
Interface: USB 2.0

CONSUMABLES

Toner: 2,500 sheets3

Drum: 12,000 sheets
The FAX1190L ships with a starter kit.

1 Based on ITU-T #1 chart, JBIG.
2 Belgium and Spain: 9 copies per minute.
3 A4 with 5% coverage.

For availability of models, options and software, please consult your local Ricoh
supplier.


